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By Robin Leech

Friesenpress, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Lorie J Taylor Leech (illustrator). Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Many puns are fleeting and transitory, devised and
stated in a flash for a situation or immediate condition (see Word Plays, Puns Intended on the
Internet). These kinds of puns can rarely be retold effectively, as the event that triggered them in the
first place does not reappear exactly as before. But some puns are enduring! These can be
memorized and told over and over in different social contexts and events, each time with the same
overall effects - enjoyed by the teller, and enjoyed by the appreciative audience, albeit with some
groaning. Some of the enduring puns are tongue twisters, so tellers are advised to practice telling
them in private so as not to miss any key words that might lessen the effects of the punch lines.
Other puns are timing precise, so a miscue, or mistiming destroys the intended effect.
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Complete information for ebook fans. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am pleased to inform you that this is basically the very best pdf we have
read through inside my very own daily life and can be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gideon Mor issette-- Gideon Mor issette

Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way
and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski
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